KEEP YOUR FIELD IN TOP SHAPE WITH EASE.

This Mar-Co Clay program will help determine the target amendment you need to add to your existing mix to achieve the surface you are looking for.

1. Sampling
   Retrieve a sample of existing field material and forward it to us for analysis.

2. Analysis
   We will analyze the sample from your field to determine the makeup of your field and identify your unique needs.

3. Recommendations
   We will contact you with a set of recommendations based on the lab results of your field; recommendations for both product and application.

When you choose to adopt these recommendations, pricing will be provided. We will then produce your target amendment and deliver it to your site. Delivery can be made in bulk, super sacks or 40 lb bags to facilitate your application requirements.

**INTERESTED? CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE.**

**WWW.MAROCOCLAY.COM**
THE HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE.

80+ years & 3 generations in the clay industry with over 20 years as the leading specialist in baseball and sports clay.

SPORT SAND

home plate area, pitcher’s mound, and warning tracks.

Sport Sand is a 3/16” blend designed for sub-surface requirements. It can be used as a base material for all applications, including infield skin,

ERIE BALL MIX

20 STANDARD

15 STANDARD

WASHINGTON BALL MIX

20 LIGHT

15 FIRM

20 STANDARD

15 LIGHT

20 LIGHT

15 FIRM

INFIELD MIXES | Clay Mixes for Playing Surface of Infield

WASHING TON MIX

Low < 1/8”  Medium < 3/16”  High < 1/8”

18 STANDARD

15 STANDARD

20 STANDARD

15 LIGHT

20 LIGHT

GARDEN PATH

LOW < 1/2”

RUNNING TRACK SURFACER

Low < 3/16”

CLAY TRACK SURFACER

Low < 3/16”

RUNNING TRACKS & PATHWAYS | Walking Trails, Garden Pathways & Running Tracks

MONITORABLE COMPUTER MODELING TO IMPROVE PLAYING SURFACE

WARNING TRACK | Clay Warning Track Materials

A baked clay product that provides good drainage plus the proper texture and color to alert players of an impending fence.

CALCIATED CLAY

DIAMOND CLAY CONDITIONER

Mathematical modeling plus our expertise can dramatically improve your playing surface for better play.

DIAMOND SANDS

CALCIATED CLAY

DIAMOND CLAY CONDITIONER

Math Co Clay is a conditioner for Pro’s Choice products. Pro’s Choice products are developed to be one of the most absorbent soil conditioners possible, thereby optimizing moisture levels in all size ballparks and baseball fields. Each product has higher absorption rates or lasts longer on your field.

DIAMOND SANDS

CALCIATED CLAY

DIAMOND CLAY CONDITIONER

Mar-Co Clay is a conditioner for Pro’s Choice products. Pro’s Choice products are developed to be one of the most absorbent soil conditioners possible, thereby optimizing moisture levels in all size ballparks and baseball fields. Each product has higher absorption rates or lasts longer on your field.

TARGET AMENDMENTS

Materials Assessment Program (MAP) refer to the back page.

MATERIALS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

To determine which Target Amendment your particular field needs, use our FREE Materials Assessment Program (MAP) to assess the composition of your infield. The results of the analysis will accurately assess your current situation and recommend a specific product to meet your needs, as well as enhance your field. Refer to the back page for more information.
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